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From Southern Gothic to Postmodern Anonymity:
 





received his Ph.D. in
 American literature
 from the University of
 California, Berkeley,
 and was Visiting Assi-
 tant Professor of Eng
­lish at Haverford and
 Bryn Mawr Colleges
 from 1994 to 1998.
 His articles have
 appeared in Callaloo,
 Studies in the Amer
­ican Renaissance,
 Arizona Quarterly,
 ESQ, and LIT. His
 current book project is
 “Coming Between
 Africa and America:
 Transcendentalism and
 Race, from Emerson 
to Morrison. ” He was
 previously singer and
 guitarist in the bands
 Marilyn Monroe Doc
­trine and Vinyl Devo
­tion.
R.E.M. transformed itself from a locally identified
 
music group from Athens, Georgia, 
to
 an anony ­
mous, postmodern band in the period between 1983
 and 1995. Forming in Athens in the early 1980s,
 when most of its members were enrolled at the Uni
­versity of Georgia, R.E.M. has released an EP, eleven
 albums and three compilation albums. Michael 
Stipe sang and became the group’s enigmatic frontman;
 Peter Buck, the allegedly self-taught musical histori
­an, primarily played guitar; Mike Mills played bass
 
and
 keyboards and sang backup; and Bill Berry, noted  
for his bushy eyebrow, played drums and also sang
 backup before leaving the band in 1997. Relentless
­ly identified as hailing from Athens at the outset of
 its career, R.E.M. toured locally but also configured
 itself outside that home base as representing a new
 South. Paradoxically, however, as it became more
 successful, the band deliberately became, at 
least
 in  
some ways, more 
anonymous
 and less regionally  
identified. In this essay, I hope to present an overar
­ching — but by no means absolute, purely linear, or
 univocal — narrative of how R.E.M. at first simulta
­neously used a southern/regional identification and a
 postmodern aesthetics, and of how and why the post
­modern gradually supplanted the South 
in
 its self ­
representation.
Neil Nehring noted that he began his book Pop
­
ular Music, Gender and Postmodernism “when [he]
 found rock and roll 
declared
 identical  with poststruc ­
turalism in Present Tense" (60).1 R.E.M.’s brand of
 postmodernism, or even poststructuralism, however,
 is less concerned with the idea that no reality exists
 
1
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behind representation than with the idea that reality is also constituted through
 
representation; in this sense, R.E.M. comes to see the South — once the site of
 a “naturalized” authenticity — and America in general through an increasingly
 postmodern lens. In part, R.E.M. has been able to use its local southern per
­spective 
and
 history to interrogate how postmodern culture — including the  
way media and corporations have transformed language and identity — has
 been configured as ahistorical 
and
 universal.
As R.E.M. became more popular and sought greater commercial accep
­tance, particularly in marketing its music and image abroad, the band switched
 from its original independent label, IRS, to Warner Brothers, an enormous con
­glomerate, and took on an increasingly postmodern rather than predominantly
 southern agenda. In the middle period approaching the time of that switch
 (1986-88), the band also focused on American and international politics —
 particularly US imperialism in Central America 
and
 the rise of the New Right  
— in its transition to postmodern aesthetics. 
Like
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once synonymous with Ireland, R.E.M. came to equate 
global
 acceptance with  
a renunciation of its particular origins and to develop a postmodern rather than
 regional sense of self-presentation and irony. A stigmatized or colonized part
 of an imperial power, such as the South or Ireland, can serve as a cultural
 launching point but also needs to be outgrown for a band to enter the transna
­tional, postmodern stage of its career.
Critically valorized as one of the most erudite, articulate, and principled of
 
American rock bands, R.E.M. had rejected traditional southern rock mores and
 music
 
— an association with Jack Daniels, macho posturing, Confederate flags,  
and fraternities, as 
well
 as a more blues-based guitar sound — and instead tried  
to convey a new southern sensibility, partly gothic, pastoral and lyrical, and
 partly
 
cosmopolitan. At first, the band embraced its own vision of regional cul ­
ture (primarily in the context of southern religion and aestheticism) and its
 potential for anonymity, but
 
it gradually replaced  that identification with a mix ­
ture of public politics and postmodernity, 
one
 that finally emblematizes not the  
South but the West. In this article, I explore how R.E.M. used both the South
 and postmodernism in its self-configuration and especially its visual self-pre
­sentation, and why the two finally became incompatible, though only partly
 incommensurate, modes of representation.
In its 
early
 years, R.E.M. utilized images of a both familiar and mysterious  
South in many of its forms of self-promotion, from the University of Georgia
 jackets in which the band was often photographed 
to
 its more amorphous  
graphics and lyrics. Released in 1982, R.E.M.'s first EP, Chronic Town, sport
­ed a gargoyle 
on
 its cover, emblem of a gothic South: Buck claimed the band  
wanted this record to sound like “spooky gospel” (Gray 177). Murmur (1983),
 R.E.M.'s first
 
full album, featured a cover  photograph of emblematically south ­
ern kudzu taking over a field and a back cover shot of a gothic-looking Athens
 trestle (see 
figure
 1); the photos provide the visual accompaniment to Stipe 's 
often indecipherable lyrics.2 This early opposition between field and train
 reflects a continuing tension in R.E.M.'s 
work,
 one reflected in a mysticism 
generated partly by the organic and partly by the mechanical; that opposition is
 later developed in the play between images of spikes and spokes, trains and
 wheels in the band's videos and use of graphics.3 (The South itself thus seems
 to contain the initial polarity that 
will
 develop in R.E.M.’s later, more post ­
modern work.) The band
'
s third album, circ larly titled (Reconstruction of the)  
Fables of the Reconstruction, oscillates between mapping agrarian southern land
­scapes and the more industrial tracks of “Driver 8” and “Auctioneer (Another
 Engine).” Through the band's fourth album, Lifes Rich Pageant, which includ
­ed numerous references to southern history and the 
Civil
 War, R.E.M. albums  
and singles regularly sported at least partly southern sleeves and themes.4




 uncultivated, recidivist mentality, while British and American  
music, from pop to punk, generally represented sophistication, rebellion, and
 the future. According to Buck, however, “In 1980, in the South, punk never
 caught on, to say the least” (quoted in Platt). But to the yet unknown Athens
 bands spearheading
 
the Souths new wave, moving away from the old South was  
by and
 
large the order of the day. British bands, from the Sex  Pistols to the Soft
3
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 more than any southern artist save perhaps the Memphis  
group Big Star, whose leader, Alex Chilton, a veteran of the Box Tops, was
 southern partly by way
 
of the British  Invasion, mixing blues lyrics with pop and  
highly experimental production techniques. Big Star emulated non-southern
 music while still speaking in southern tongues, developing, in Chilton
'
s terms,  
a modern language while still testifying to the blues.5 In the 
early
 to mid-  
1980s, the southern 
musical
 renaissance spanning from Athens to Chapel Hill  
and including the dB’s, Lets Active, the B-52’s, Pylon, Love Tractor, and the
 BBQ
 
Killers was generally  not  “southern” in sound. These new southern bands  
instead wove a hybrid of new wave, punk and rock, primarily by relocating to
 New York or at least identifying with the North aesthetically, if remaining oth
­erwise southern in sensibility.





 Stipe and Buck included groups from both England and New York,  
from Wire to Patti Smith. While Buck considered the Fans, from Atlanta, his
 favorite local band, he characterized their sound 
by
 means of British references,  
as “John Cale join[ing] Roxy Music” (quoted in Platt). If R.E.M. was south
­ern in sound, it was again southern 
by
 way of England and New York, creating  
a postmodern hybrid. Yet at
 
this point, the  band, in the wake of other acts such  
as Pylon and the B-52’s, was so identified with Athens that an entire music
 scene sprang up in its hometown, with hundreds of musicians — from a young
 Matthew Sweet to, eventually, Warren Zevon — either moving in or passing
 through to play. That Zevon, a quintessential West Coast songwriter who
 almost always worked with West Coast session musicians, would eventually use
 R.E.M. as his backing band on Sentimental Hygiene helps mark the middle
 stage of the group’s shift to the West.
R.E.M.’s first two albums were recorded in North Carolina with a local
 
producer,
 Mitch Easter, who had performed in a number of area bands includ ­
ing Rittenhouse Square and (with soon to be member of the dB’s Chris
 Stamey) the Sneakers, and who was now fronting his own band, Lets Active.
 Yet after its first two albums R.E.M. rarely recorded anything
 
but demos in the  
South (mainly at John Keane’s Athens studios); ironically and emblematically,
 Fables, the band’s most overtly southern and last entirely “regional” album, was
 recorded in London with British producer Joe Boyd. Through its sense of the
 history of
 
pop music and the history of the Civil War, R.E.M. established a  
variety of connections between the South and contemporary England; if Eng
­land had once sided with the South against the North, it had also helped recu
­perate the southern music R.E.M. would respect, especially black
 
blues music.
In order to understand R.E.M.’s development, it would be 
useful
 to begin  
exploring how the band itself imagines the South. Buck has said that “the
 South is a good place for a band to 
grow
 up not in  public because you could  play  
with total anonymity for years in bars, recreation halls, and no one
 
would know  
who you were, unlike New York, the antithesis” (quoted in Fletcher 74).6
 Southern anonymity is poised against its antithesis of northern 
specificity
 and  
fame. In 
an
 MTV interview, Buck also claimed that
4
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[t]he Southerner is the terminal outsider. He is. Being from the South
 
must be like being black and living in a place where racism is okay. In
 movies and on TV, the southerners are always hicks. They’re idiots. There’s
 never a smart southerner, they’re always mindless morons and 
bigots. Everyone tends to look at you as if it’s a miracle that you’re a normal per
­son from the South. (Quoted in Fletcher 74)
Then Buck tellingly adds, “And were like the quintessential outsiders in this
 
business. I mean, we’re in the belly of
 
the beast. . . . But by the same token,  
we’re not part of it” (quoted in Forman 16). That beast is the postmodern cor
­porate monster R.E.M. had long simultaneously courted and tried to slay, with
 the South as its protective talisman. Buck here contends that R.E.M. is again
 in and out, famous and anonymous, southern and nomadically postmodern.
 Partly from its desire not to become everything it hated in the world of media
 and to avoid becoming a cliché, R.E.M. continued to deny that it had entered
 the mainstream; though it largely continued to make music on its own terms,
 the band was hardly composed of quintessential music 
business
 outsiders even  
by the time of Reckoning (1984). But 
for
 as long as they were still identified as  
southerners, the members of R.E.M. 
could
 claim to remain outside the global,  
postmodern marketplace and could define themselves as relatively anonymous
 acolytes.
The band wanted both to redeem and to complicate the popular image of -
 
the South, to identify with the South’s potential for both regional identity and
 anonymity; it moved between being highly visible as a southern icon and semi-
 anonymous in the larger world of rock media. However, R.E.M. eventually
 transferred this initial southern identification almost entirely to the postmod
­ern, though it retained some of the same stance of anonymity. As Jim Greer
 points out, critics expect “all good pop songs [to] try to achieve some sort of
 universality of emotion” (86). But R.E.M. had fashioned itself as being from a
 particular place, hadn’t wanted to be universal; over and over, the band insisted
 it would rather play to a select group of 
appreciative
 listeners or simply to itself  
than to stadiums of indiscriminate fans, yet it also relentlessly pursued that
 larger audience. As Arthur Jipson stresses in 
his
 article, “Why Athens? Inves ­
tigations into the Site of an American Music Revolution,” R.E.M. emerged
 primarily in a context of community rather than industry, a state of affairs that
 needed to be reversed once the band moved
 
to Warner Brothers; the association  
with a community with which the band only partly identified had to evolve as
 R.E.M. outgrew not just its town but its state (24). As Mills comments,
 “When we started touring, we’d say, we’re from Athens.’ People would go:
 "Oh, Athens — the B-52’s, Pylon
 
— great, we’ ll book you.’ But after we played  
there once or twice, Athens became totally irrelevant” (Mills 23; also quoted in
 Jipson 27). Outside the community, “Athens” became a form of cachet useful
 only for a limited period; once the band had reached the stage where it didn’t
 need, or then want, to be overly identified with Athens, it had outgrown the
 desire to be categorized by a regional setting or audience.
In achieving phenomenal success, R.E.M. was accepted not just by the
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a revealing, often repeated tale of how the city council and elders of
 
Athens  
eventually recognized that much of the towns tourism was being generated by
 R.E.M., that the band had become a significant economic resource to the area.
 As Anthony De Curtis noted in 1989, “At this point, R.E.M. is a sufficiently
 important Georgia industry that a
 
US Senator intervenes on the band’s behalf”  
when it is checking into a hotel (50). Though the band had in fact incorporat
­ed itself before even buying a touring van, De Curtis is struck by the fact that
 Buck refers to the group “unself-consciously as our corporation.’” The band
 always struggled
 
with the issue of becoming too popular, wanting to reach peo ­
ple but
 
then  having to withdraw from them. While  rejecting the standard accu ­
sations of selling out, the band itself lamented that it had to play arenas and  
thus essentially had become the kind of act it would
 
itself no longer care to see.7  
The initial resistance to such corporate, rather than regional, anonymity
 appeared in the band’s do-it-yourself business ethos and its reconfiguration of
 the South, in both positive and negative terms.




From the South, the region as both nurturing medium and dismal  
swamp sometimes became a locus of embarrassment and ambivalence for the
 band. Buck contends, “I like the South, but I can’t look at it as this mythical
 place. I see it for better or worse. I mean, I like it better than most places in
 the world, but I see it for what it is. Whereas someone from even New York
 who came down here would still be kind of shocked and spooked” (quoted in
 Gray 169). (Again, however, Buck himself wanted his music to sound like
 spooky gospel). Stipe could demythologize and disparage his own regional
 identification by observing that local politicians “have no morals. It’s all really
 ugly and Southern.” But while he critiqued the area to defenders of the old
 South, Stipe tended to defend it to outsiders: “That Southern racist tag is bull
­shit, the old Civil War mentality of putting down the South” (quoted in Gray
 170). And if the typically nebulous “Burning Down,” an outtake from Fables,
 might address plantation slavery on disparaging terms, Stipe might simply be
 claiming the insider’s prerogative of knowing enough about the South to criti
­cize it without 
prejudice.
 For all its widely known iconography, after all, the  
South is nevertheless often construed as a place only a native could understand.
 Perhaps definitively, Mills declaims, “I’ve lived in the South all 
my
 life. You  
simply can’t get away from something which is so much part of you, active or
 not” (quoted in Gray 176). In reflecting on his own 
(in
 truth somewhat more  
nomadic and less entirely southern) upbringing, Stipe has asserted, “I was born
 and raised in Georgia. This is home. When I fly in from somewhere and see
 the tops of the pine trees, I get all lachrymose and weepy, I’ve got red clay in
 my blood” (quoted in Walters 54). In a review piece, Barry Walters observes
 that “in Mike Mills’s living room there’s a framed 'Vote Fife for Sheriff’ poster
 ('from the Return to Mayberry film,’ says Mills proudly). Two feet away, The
 Andy Griffiths show [sic] is on a large TV” (56, 58). Writers, along with the
 band members themselves, routinely play up the folksy, goofy, spooky, or aber
­rant aspect of southern stereotypes; Walters remarks that when Berry drove him
 down a dirt path to go fishing, “[s]cenes of Deliverance dance[d] in [his] mind
 as [they] walk[ed] to a large pond” (78). With a bit less exaggeration, Buck
 
6
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describes his hometown of Roswell, Georgia, during his youth, as “all old Dairy
 
Queens and guys in overalls with hay 
in
 the back of their battered pick-up  
trucks, poking through town 
and
 spitting tobacco juice on the sidewalk” (quot ­
ed in Forman 13).
Bill Forman begins his piece on the band by suggesting, “The Old South
 
has endured substantial public relations difficulties, dating back to a Civil War
 that made it popular to assume that the Mason-Dixon line was a fixed border
 between virtue and intolerance. Musically . . . Southern rock became synony
­mous with the redneck’s right 
to
 boogie” (13). But if R.E.M. was labeled  
southern, its music had little 
to
 do with music previously identified with the  
South, with Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Allman Brothers, or Charlie Daniels.8 Any
 association with the South’s old boy mentality drew the band’s ire, especially
 Buck’s; though he generally respected Tom Petty, who grew
 
up in Florida, Buck  
disparaged Petty’s stage tour for the album Southern Accents
’
.
Only someone who hasn’t lived in the South for 15 years would dare put a
 
Confederate flag up above their stage. That’s such a dickbrain thing to do,
 it really bothered me. The Confederate flag basically stands for a lot of
 badness that I don’t want to know about, that should be gone. . . . Every
 black person that sees that thing is gonna think you’re a cracker 
and
 you’re  
an idiot 
and
 racist. (Quoted in Forman 16)
An association with southern racism or conservatism also 
became
 constricting  
to R.E.M. as it entered the global stage; surprisingly, for a time one means to
 counteract southern provincialism came not just in the form of
 
the South but  
of southern religion.
When Melody Maker sent a reporter to cover the band in 1987, the blurb
 
read, “Matt Smith 
in
 deepest Georgia with Stipe’s merry band of mystics”  
(Smith 2). Despite its clear rejection of many forms of stereotypically southern
 music, R.E.M.’s brand of southern identity remained closely tied to its use of
 southern religion (or mysticism): R.E.M., as it happens, started rehearsing in
 an abandoned church in Athens. In March of 1980, the band coalesced 
while some of
 
the members were living in a church on Oconee Street. T at period  
looms large in the band’s legend. As Forman puts it,
A percentage figure is unavailable for how many bands start out by living
 
and rehearsing in abandoned churches. But the altar and pews of the house
 of prayer that gave birth 
to
 R.E.M. were an entirely appropriate setting,  
given much of their music’s droning, mystical bent 
and
 the fact that  
Michael’s grandfather was a preacher (“
he
 thought it was blasphemous”)  
and everyone but Buck attended church regularly
 
until their [sic] late teens.  
(14)




 Ellison’s Invisible Man — initiated R.E.M.’s use of  a bully  
pulpit to preach to a mass audience, if not the audience of the mass. Accord
­ing to John Shelton Reed, “religious institutions [still] play an important role in
7
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the social and spiritual life of the South. ... [It's] a society that takes 
religion 
seriously” (33).
R.E.M. evolved a complex relationship with this southern mix of music 
and 
mores, standing both inside 
and
 outside the religious arena. Two singles from  
Fables, “Wendell Gee” and “Driver 8,” 
feature
 different photographs of Stipe as  
a testifying southern preacher (see figures 2 and 3). These photos of the rural
 southern orator, however, are precisely paired with images of postmodern
 mechanics, with the wheels 
and
 gyres featured on the back of both sleeves (see  
figures 4 and 5); the self-conscious pattern begun on Murmur — contrasting
 one image of the South with another that might represent but also transcend
 the South — is still 
in
 effect.
The band’s second album, Reckoning, presented an 
apocalyptic
 continuation  
of Chronic Town and Murmur, configuring the South as a site of gothic decay
 and revelation inextricable from ruination. If
 
Chronic Town focused on boxcars,  
gothic circuses, wolves, and Buck’s spooky atmospheres, Reckoning was a plunge
 into the flood and its aftermath: as the record sleeve advised, “file under
 
water.”  
The first EP's cover of a leering gargoyle is here replaced by a painting by Rev-
8








erend Howard Finster, a “primitive” religious 
folk
 artist who the following year  
also worked with Talking Heads, a band associated with the New York arts 
and music scene. Even in this brief sequence, the “primitive” or otherworldly
 southern religious sensibility again effectively bleeds into, or is coopted by, the
 mischievously postmodern. On the outtake “Voice of Harold,” Stipe sings the
 lyrics from the back of a gospel 
record
 over the backing track of Reckonings  
“Seven Chinese Brothers,” fusing the southern gospel aesthetic with a tech
­
nique
 of postmodern pastiche:9
on Calvary for me the joy of knowing Jesus, here’s a song of
 
pure delight  
featuring John Barley. ... oh rugged cross, chill bumps appear and I am
 frozen in the web they weave as they reveal their innermost selves with the
 outpouring of their hearts. . . . Suddenly you know they’re real, they mean
 it10. . . . plan to make a record? we are associated with the United Music
 World, Incorporated. . . . The joy of knowing Jesus produced by Joe Gen
­try. . . . the Revelaires! A must.
9
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The track represented a typical mix of
 gospel
 invocation, R.E.M. jangle, and 
postmodern praxis, a non-hierarchic sampling of sources and styles, theosophy
 crossed with the promotional copy for a recording studio. With turnabout as
 fair play, these lyrics may reflect a technique borrowed from Talking Heads;
 David Byrne had allegedly “sampled” lyrics from an African preacher for “Once
 in A Lifetime” on 1980’s Remain in Light.
Finster’s naif/religious sensibility was a frequent and appropriate reference
 
point for the band; one of R.E.M.'s earliest videos, made to 
accompany
 “Radio  
Free Europe,” was filmed among the sculptures and mechanical 
contrivances
 of  
Finster’s gothic 
Paradise
 Gardens, a kind of outdoor southern museum/junk-  
yard/arboretum.11 Stipe later acknowledged that the song “Maps and Legends”
 on Fables was in part a narrative about the Georgia painter. Gothic religious
 images in the Finsterian vein were prevalent throughout early R.E.M.: for
 example, in the lyrics of Murmurs “Pilgrimage,” with its evocation of a two-
 headed cow and its claim that “speaking in tongues is worth a broken lip.”12
 Stipe often ad-libbed quasi-mystical lyrics that could entail anything from con
­juring the book of the seventh seal” to misremembering nursery rhymes.
10




Stipe’s self-fashioning as mystical and otherworldly reached one apex when he
 
sported a monastic tonsure around the time of Fables. The use of such religious
 imagery was often problematic, however, for the band itself also denigrated reli
­gious fervor, along
 
with much of what religion represented in America. Except  
for Stipe, the members of the band also did not have the reputation of being
 choirboys.
As Matt Smith notes, R.E.M. itself became the subject/site of pop-culture
 
pilgrimage: “the Distiples, as they’re called in Athens, study the band’s output
 and 
lyrics
” with a kind of fanatical devotion, turning Stipe in particular into a  
religious icon (16). Years before Out
 
of Time and its anthem, “Losing My Reli ­
gion,” came out, Buck remarked,
There’s this American evangelical, Huxterism. America’s full of religious
 
nuts. They all came here for that reason. They got kicked out of their own
 countries. . . . That’s why, when you 
compare
 our songs to writers like Flan ­
nery O’Connor and Carson McCullers [note the gothic choices] — I’m
 flattered but don’t quite make the connection. Flannery’s characters are all
 
11
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struggling to reconcile their faith to a modern world where faith doesn’t
 
play any apparent part. In our case, I’d say 
none
 of  us have got any faith  
anyway. I don’t believe 
in
 God. (Quoted in Smith 16)
You can’t lose the religion you never had, but you can lose the symbolism you
 
have always used: the band’s religious images — of
 
days of reckoning, floods,  
pilgrimages, and so on — are often explicitly southern/Pentecostal in construc
­tion. Typically, after acknowledging a religious foundation for his society, Buck
 denies the band’s 
actual
 religious belief; but he reinforces its (to some perhaps  
calculated) use of that imagery on aesthetic grounds. Southern religion became
 a heuristic device that had lost its utility. All these instances of the southern
 gothic and the mystical are finally linked to, but also opposed to, the postmod
­ern.
Converting the church to his own purposes is one of Stipe’s methods of
 
operation on a variety of fronts, but the triumph of the 
new
 religious right has  
made the use of
 
southern religious imagery a vexed proposition. When Stipe  
sang in 1991 of losing his religion, he was also probably evoking his loss of a
 usable South. As Peter Applebome notes (referring to memorial services for
 Hank Williams), “the 
new
 evolving Southern culture of religious values and 
country music was growing even more powerful as Southern whites moved
 from the city” (335-6). But even R.E.M.’s post-southern, postmodern manip
­ulation can still be traced partly to southern oratory; in 1989 Stipe referred to
 the persona of “Turn You Inside Out” from Green as “any preacher that is able
 to manipulate a large group of people” (De Curtis 105).
The image of Stipe as a mystic is cast with 
and
 against his image as an  
obscurantist whose methods are 
essentially
 postmodern: when asked in an  
interview if he minded being considered weird, Stipe 
replied,
 “No, I don’t care.  
... I think [people] are really disappointed when they find out how normal I
 really am. Because I’m not weird” (quoted in Smith 16). In an immediate jux
­taposition that is typical of journalists who cover the band, the interviewer then
 notes how Stipe appeared on stage “wearing watches all over his body and with
 the word ‘DOG’ written in 
felt
 tip across his forehead.” After Stipe explains  
that he was feeling ill that night, Smith adds that “there are other rumors
 though, sightings of him reading books upside down for one!”13 Mystical
 weirdness proved a marketable commodity up to a point.
The band tended to address the South as a site of what is anomalous 
—
 of  
myth 
and
 apocalypse, the essential and primitive, the world read upside-down  
— but also as what is amorphous. James Herbert, Stipe’s photography teacher
 at the University of Georgia and co-director of several of the band’s videos,
 remarked in 1986 that R.E.M.’s sound is
romantic, layered, somewhat diffuse, and there’s a certain Southern
 
ambiance. I always allow a certain amount of decay and crumbling quality
 to the film itself. Michael’s interest in primitivism, textures 
and
 surfaces,  
and even the music itself, will touch on that wet underside of the board that  
is the South. It’s a little bit squirmy 
and
 dark. (Quoted in Walters 58)
12
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Herbert and Stipe seem to feel that a sense of such connection with the land
­
scape is itself a southern or regional trait, part of the ethos of southern artists
 in general. Stipe has noted that “the idea of stories being passed down and
 being a tradition, and having these stories become as much a part of a way of
 living, of a particular area where you live, as the religion or the trees or the
 weather, I like the connection between that and the South” (quoted in Gray
 178). Through this period, the band and journalists equally played up the
 southern associations of the group’s output: when Fables came out, “Reviewers
 and interviewers were not blind to the similarities between the three eccentrics’
 songs [“Old Man Kensey,” 
“Wendell Gee,” and “Life and How to Live It”] and  
Southern novels like Carson McCullers’s The Heart is a Lonely Hunter and
 Flannery O’Connor’s The Violent Bear it Away, and their almost morbid fasci
­nation with the freak, the idiot and the outsider” (Gray 179). The band mem
­bers considered themselves outsiders, and thus emblematic of the South, until
 they
 
later became outsiders of postmodernism: the freak  became the monster.
One model for Stipe’s alleged obliquity comes from the South’s most
 famous and difficult writer. According to Stipe, Fables was originally going 
to 
be
 called The Sound  and  the Fury, “but we decided against it because William  
Faulkner had already stolen it” (quoted in Gray 87).14 In a Melody Maker
 
fea ­
ture in 1988, Stipe noted that Faulkner was 
one
 of his heroes. Stipe repeated ­
ly invoked Faulkner in the context both of the South and of his relationship
 with publicity and the media:
There’s all this stuff that goes around about me and most of it’s not true.
. . .
 
That just comes with the celebrity thing. I think Faulkner got it. Peo ­
ple in town called him Count No Count because he walked around with a
 high collar. Simply because he enjoyed it. . . . It’s probably a modern phe
­nomenon that one has to know so much about the creator of something.
 (Quoted in Greer 60)
The postmodern response most reminiscent of Faulkner might then be to sink
 
back into pseudo-anonymity while also going off to work in Hollywood (or per
­haps at least for
 
Hollywood Records). Forman also quotes South Carolina nov ­
elist William Price Fox
 
that “Northerners want sense, Southerners want sound,”  
in R.E.M.’s case a supposition as ironically suggestive of postmodernism as of
 regional differentiation, as if postmodernism can function as a perverse contin
­uation of a southern sensibility (13). Stipe’s “elliptical vocal delivery,” often dis
­paraged or lauded, then “inspires one to sing along phonetically, having no idea
 what is actually being sung” (Forman 13).15 Fans then participate in a com
­munal ritual but — perhaps like many people who participate in rituals —
 might have little specific sense of what they are celebrating.
But for R.E.M., the old South would finally be all too specific — redneck
 
— while the postmodern offered a more pliable and indeterminate set of repre
­sentations. Buck explains,
I remember reading this review in The Village Voice that said R.E.M., who
 
are supposed to be a Southern band, might as well be from Chicago. Now
13
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the Del Fuegos 
[from
 Boston], they're a Southern band because they write  
about driving around in your car and 
drinking-beer.
 ... I went, Oh, so that’s  
what ing from the South is about? Well then Flannery O’Connor isn’t a
 Southern writer and neither is William Faulkner, but Richard Price is.
 (Quoted in Forman 13)




 goes in perfect circles: as Mills comments elsewhere, “Hey, do I  
look serious and mystical? Just because you can’t always understand our songs,
 people think we must sit around the studio and burn incense. They don’t real
­ize that we’re just four guys who like to cut up, hang out and drink beer” (quot
­ed in Milano 22). At least the band members don’t talk about drinking beer
 while driving around.




 easily be mislabeled as postmodern because of its archly ironic  
lyrics — to be R.E.M.’s
 
biggest commercial and  international breakthrough and  
ultimately to 
be
 coterminous with the band’s move from independent to major  
label: the 
song
 and the switch represented R.E.M.’s final break with the South.  
Most of the band members no longer live in Georgia, Buck most notably hav
­ing allied himself with the grunge and pop music scene in Seattle by forming
 
or
 producing Minus 5, Tuatara, Mark Eitzel (formerly of San Francisco’s  
American Music Club), and others.16 For R.E.M., losing its religion also
 translated to losing the South and gaining the postmodern and the West in a
 variety of
 
contexts. As De Curtis poins out, “For the record, Stipe [by 1989]  
refuses to discuss 
his
 life in Athens and is said to maintain a residence out of  
state” (111).17 The band’s use of timepieces and landscapes in its lyrics and
 videos might suggest another postmodern phenomenon, what David Harvey,
 after many others, calls the “spatialization of time” (21). Under postmod
­ernism, a simultaneity of
 
geography and centrality of space supplant the pre ­
eminence of time 
or
 history, so a universal space (the West, the landscape of  
video) supplants the specific regional history
 
of the South. By the time R.E.M.  
loses southern religion, the band is indeed out of time.
In many ways, the move from 
an
 independent to major label after the  
album Document had to mark the end of the band’s association with the South,
 insofar as the South remains the country’s quintessential independent, region;
 by contrast the major labels represent a new union — postmodern, transnation
­al, and finally western even more than northern.18 De Curtis notes that “the
 key factor from the band’s perspective
 
was that IRS and its overseas distributor,  
CBS International, had been unable to expand R.E.M.’s audience outside the
 US. Says Berry, We got
 
really tired of going to Europe’” without adequate pro ­
motion (54). De Curtis then notes that with the move to Warners, it would be
 hard for the band “to maintain what [manager Jefferson] Holt calls the "small,
 homey, hokey, Mayberry R.F.D. kind of feel to the way we live our lives’ while
 earning millions of dollars.” In other words, the switch from IRS to Warners
 is also the switch from a southern to a
 
postmodern geography — one that exists  
largely in the landscape of video alone — and to a sense of the end in the begin
­ning. The specific erasure of Mayberry R.F.D. should not 
be
 taken too lightly.
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To become more successful, R.E.M. had to reinvent itself as being bigger
 
than the South. It chose to become American, which also in many ways meant
 becoming postmodern. Buck had claimed, in still describing the now wildly
 successful band as outsiders, that you got “the feeling that this America isn’t
 exactly yours. That it’s not exactly made for me. California is an American
 state. Georgia is a Southern state. And that’s a bit of a difference” (quoted in
 Forman 16). In other
 
words, California is universal America, while Georgia is  
little America, ineluctably regional. The South also retains 
an
 air of authentic ­
ity, whether for good or ill, that in some ways stands against postmodern sim
­ulation and irony. According to George Tindall, Americans often hold “a
 haunting suspicion that the South harbors some ancient virtues down home.
 One of the reasons people have seized on things Southern and chosen a South
­ern president, says- poet James Dickey, is "because they feel that the South has
 not been homogenized to quite the extent of the rest of the nation’” (164). In
 other words, the South retains its regional authenticity in the face of postmod
­ern cultural geography. Nehring 
remarks
 that many postmodern theorists mis ­
represent Guy Debord’s notion of the spectacle to claim that everything once
 directly
 
lived has now simply  become a representation (65). With that proviso  
in mind, though, we can observe that R.E.M. did fashion the South as a site of
 lived experience, one gradually coexisting with and replaced 
by
 sites of  post ­
modern space and representation that are as removed from “authenticity” as
 Andy Kaufman. Rather than succumb to nostalgia for a South it began 
to
 sus ­
pect never existed, R.E.M. moved on.
Using the work of Americanist critic Richard Brodhead, one 
could
 demon ­
strate that a “historiography long attached to regional fiction offers one expla
­nation for the interest” R.E.M. generates: according to Brodhead,




 felt strong pressure from new social forces, from a  
growingly powerful social model that overrode previously autonomous sys
­tems and incorporated them into translocal agglomerations. This genre’s
 public flowering
 
began with the Northern  victory in the Civil War, in other  
words with the forcible repression of sectional autonomy in favor of nation
­al union and the legal supplanting of the locally variant by national norms
 of citizenly rights. (154)
In now ironic terms, where national brands and national bands arise out of the
 
context of regionalism, R.E.M.’s alliance with the international Warner Broth
­ers signals the end of its own reconstruction. These days, R.E.M. first identi
­fies with but finally rejects southern sectionalism in favor not of national union
 but of indeterminate, postmodern transnationalism; even Coca Cola, another
 Georgia export, is no longer identifiable simply as the product of a regional or
 even US company. The Athens art band had 
gone
 global.
In terms relevant to the band’s aesthetics, the postmodern ethos may be
 fragmented, but oddly, given its supposed allegiance with the kind of local
 identity politics favored by critics such as Judith Butler, it tends to transcend
 regional identification in favor of a universality it otherwise denies. Stipe had
15
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was "coming t  terms with the nostalgia aspect. . . the clear ­
er
 
it became that I and many people I hang out with are really patriotic for what  
is essentially a pop dream/ that doesn’t exist or maybe never did exist. ... In
 America, that sense of place is essentially a myth. Especially in the Deep
 South” (quoted in Gray 180). By the time of Out of Time, Stipe has dismantled
 the myth of southern geography he created; the lines from 1985’s “Kohoutek,”
 “Michael built a bridge / Michael tore it down,” are reiterated in Greens
 anthem, “World Leader Pretend”: “I raised the wall / And I 
will
 be th  one to 
knock it down.” Having grown disillusioned with and outgrown the myth of
 the South he helped extend, Stipe
 
began constructing an anti-myth of the post ­
modern. In this new myth, “Oddfellows Local 151” on Document is construed
 by Stipe himself as debunking the rural mythologizing of Fables of the Recon
­struction: eccentricity no longer holds quite the same appeal (De Curtis 111).
 In pragmatic terms, the band’s identification with Athens and Georgia became
 confining, representing a yearning for what Stipe now saw as a reified fantasy:
 perhaps as a 
result,
 the new country imagined in songs such as “Begin the  
Begin” and “Cuyahoga,” from Lifes Rich Pageant, the album between Fables and
 Document, never gets started.
A paradoxical anonymity remains the key bridging the band’s two modes of
 
self-representation, southern and postmodern. R.E.M. has often promoted a
 kind of anonymity, partly through disposition, partly as marketing tool; this
 anonymity epitomizes thè way the band embraces but also distances itself from
 both the South and the music 
industry.
 While band members, with the excep ­
tion of Stipe, initially tended to 
be
 nonchalant about  interacting with the media  
— even filming parts of the documentary Athens Inside 
Out
 and the video for  
Billy Bragg’s “You Woke up My Neighborhood” in their homes and favorite
 hangouts — such encounters eventually proved unwieldy 
and,
 in a way, both a  
continuation and betrayal of the band’s initial credo. The group’s original pub
­licist described his marketing stategy as “throwing records off his porch”: later
 the band members made videos on their own porches. Before it was signed 
to a record label, R.E.M. sent out demo 
tapes
 to record companies in New York  
without a name 
or
 a return address, creating a certain amount of interest  but no  
obvious results. (The move was later duplicated by They Might
 
Be Giants, who  
sent out old Carpenters 8-Track tapes as 
demos.)
 When the band put out its  
first video compilation, it was called “R.E.M. Succumbs.” At each point, the
 band tried to renounce and ironize the commerciality it partly 
desired,
 but it  
also pursued a path of inexorable growth from Hib-Tone (the homegrown label
 for its first single) to Warner Brothers. Such a move in itself does not neces
­sarily amount to “selling out” but does raise the question of how best to make
 one’s music accessible to a wide audience, to achieve maximum distribution
 while maintaining
 
personal anonymity in a  business that sells the self to sell the  
product. In order
 
to sell the band to new markets, Berry, Buck, Mills, and Stipe  
embraced part of what Simon Frith calls “the rock version of the postmodern
 condition” (91), which for R.E.M. meant publicizing its anonymity.
On its “Little America” tour in support of Reckoning, some of the band’s bus
 
destination signs read “Dixie Wind” or “Nobody You Know,” a twin posting
 that reflected R.E.M.’s generic southern identification but also a continued
16





beyond its applicability. The South had represented the  
band’s initial business and aesthetic credo, but it partly had 
to
 be jettisoned in  
the move to worldwide acceptance, since it ultimately offered the wrong kind
 of
 
anonymity. On such bus headers, for example, the southern and postmod ­
ern are both initially present in dialectical form, but the southern later falls
 away. Some of this transformation simply reflects a necessary response to the
 intrusions of fame, and R.E.M. displays a wonderful sense of humor about its
 own status and position. Even from relatively early on, band members played
 periodic club dates, sometimes with friends, under such assumed 
names
 as  
“Hornets Attack Victor Mature” or “Bingo Hand Job.” It did so not just to be
 able to play smaller venues but to recapture some of the anonymity, 
or
 in-crowd  
stature, of old. Stipe has always either cultivated 
or
 suffered a reputation as a  
recluse; when Stipe played the first Clinton inaugural ball,
 
Tom Brokaw intro ­
duced him as follows: “Michael Steep [sic]: he almost never appears in pub
­lic”; the irony of
 
such a statement matched that of Sting singing “So Lonely”  
to stadium crowds. Stipe became an expert at using a variety of masks or per
­sonae so he could be anonymous in public life when he chose. Stipe’s afore
­mentioned use of a bullhorn on stage, 
like
 his exaggerated use of eyeshadow,  
offers a way
 
to disguise the self while the performer — if the distinction can be  
supported — both reaches and distances himself from an audience. Such con
­tortions are hardly new — male performers had been dodging fans or wearing
 eyeshadow long before Mick Jagger, Lou Reed, David Bowie or the New York
 Dolls — but few rock musicians have explored the permutations of self-expo
­sure and masking in such depth.
Stipe continued to try 
to
 manipulate his ghost in the publicity machine,  
buying ads for Michael Dukakis in college 
newspapers
 that highlighted both  
his own 
fame
 and anonymity: without explanation, the ads simply  declared, for  
example, “Stipe says don’t get Bushwhacked.” Stipe also, ghostwrote the press
 bio for Document's “Welcome to the Occupation” so people would realize the
 
song
 referred to the US intervention in Central America; such manipulation of  
his own anonymity is central to Stipe’s ability to interact with the press (De
 Curtis 111). Even on 
musical
 ground, Stipe often produced friends — espe­
cially when working with his sister Linda and her bands Oh-OK or Hetch
 Hetchy — or appeared on records under a variety of assumed names.19
 Whether he was identified or not, he was nobody you knew.
The transition from the South to the postmodern is perhaps most evident
 
in the band’s visual representation. Stipe, who has studied photography and
 film, has helped direct or plan many of the band’s videos, 
along
 with a coterie  
of affiliated filmmakers. Many of R.E.M.’s 
early
 videos feature footage of the  
South: filmed at
 
a  Florida outdoor sculpture exhibit of whirling propellers  built  
by Rubin Miller, “Left of Reckoning” is a twenty-minute feature that Jim Her
­bert shot to accompany the “left” side of the Reckoning LR In the half rustic,
 half mechanized ambiance of these fields “overgrown” with whirling propellers,
 the South already begins to collide with the postmodern; everything exists in
 overlap. For Fables, videos for the songs “Can’t Get There From Here,” which
 references the nearby small town of Philomath, Georgia, and “Driver 8” — a
 
song
 about southern railroads, and the Southern Crescent line in particular —  
17
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primarily feature scenes of the rural South. After this period, R.E.M. moves to
 
more experimental formats 
and,
 temporarily, Soviet style realism in the black-  
and-white videos for “Fall on Me” — a song about acid rain or Star Wars tech
­nology, depending on whom Stipe was talking to — and “Finest Worksong.”
 (Playing
 
with MTV clichés, the latter  video also features topless men as work ­
ers rather than dancers, a conceit R.E.M. returns to in even more ironic fash
­ion in the “Pop Song ’89” video, in which a 
topless
 Michael and a number of  
topless women friends dance rath r non-erotic lly — with black bands placed  
over their chests for the MTV version.) Toward the tail end of R.E.M.’s inde
­pendent career Paegant’s “Fall on Me,” a different kind of rain song, 
forms
 a  
bookend to Reckonings “South Central Rain”: both videos at least partly
 occlude the band, but
 
the latter features nothing but  upside-down footage of an 
industrial site and some superimposed lyrics. The downpour of “South Central
 Rain” gives way to postmodern weather patterns: the lyrics of “
Fall
 on Me”  
invoke rain in the context not of southern floods but of global apocalypse.
 Stipe begins with Galileo’s experiments, but, true to an almost stereotypical
 postmodern ethos, the lyric denies any narrative of progress in the move to the
 contemporary: “There’s a problem, feathers, iron, bargain buildings, weights
 and
 
pulleys, feathers hit  the ground before the weight can  leave the air. Buy the  
sky, sell the sky, tell the sky, then ask the sky, Don’t fall on me. . . . There’s a
 progress we have found, a way to talk around the problem.” Stipe generates a
 familiar kind of postmodern irony, like Pynchon repeatedly placing effect
 before cause or inverting sequence 
or
 hierarchy: feathers become heavier than  
weights, the sky
 
is bought and sold (perhaps in reference to Chief Seattle, who  
remarked that no one can own the land or the sky) and finally switches places
 with the earth. R.E.M.’s obsession with a
 
landscape of postmodern machinery,  
evident in this video, has continued, though the band, or at least Stipe, has
 grown more enamored of
 
color videos and ambiguous representations of gen ­
der and identity rather than space. Without trying to reduce the band’s multi
­faceted representation to a 
univocal
 turn toward the postmodern, one can note  
that Stipe’s recent self-representations as “not heterosexual, not bisexual, just
 sexual” also move the band further into nonspecific identifications: the South,
 by contrast, became too fixed, provincial, and constricting an identification in
 all areas, including sexuality.20
In some ways, R.E.M. has been charting not just the loss of an 
old
 South  
that never was but its own periodic disappearance. The band itself sometimes
 proved reluctant to be seen and hence identified: it mostly played behind
 screens in the video for “South Central Rain,” and the “Fall on Me” video two
 years later left the band members out entirely. On the unreleased 
song
 “Public  
Service Announcement,” an outtake from Lifes Rich Pageant, Stipe sings, “A
 public service announcement 
followed
 me home the other day. . . . [I]t’s been a  
bad day, please don’t take my picture.” Typifying his relationship with the
 media, Stipe filmed numerous public service announcements with 
his
 produc ­
tion company, C-100, even while simultaneously trying
 
to keep reporters at bay.  
Southern and postmodern anonymity could for a time prove surprisingly com
­mensurate, as well as publicly powerful. On Green, “I Could Turn You Inside
 Out” reflects (as Stipe insisted) not on teenage boys’ obsession with sex but on
18
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the singer’s ability both 
to
 affect a mass audience and to change gender identi-  
fication; the band’s more recent video for “Crush With Eyeliner” on Monster
 (1994) 
completes
 the sequence by having a group of Japanese karaoke singers  
mime the 
chorus
 of “I’m the real thing,” while R.E.M., once again, does not  
even appear in the video.21
R.E.M. always worried about becoming a self-parody or imitation, so it
 
acknowledged the issue head-on; a stable identity in postmodernism, 
especial­ly
 
for a rock band, is often predicated on a form of self-flattery or nostalgia. As  
Stipe commented after one of his own songs, “it’s a perfect circle”; that is, an
 older R.E.M. returning to its early sound could not help becoming a karaoke
 version of itself, what Pete Townshend lamented when noting that The Who
 had 
become
 a Who revue or cabaret tribute band — its own simulacrum. 
R.E.M. became the source of its own history — 
and
 hence a duplication of  
itself. Perhaps in response, 
where
 Stipe once refused to lip-synch to the video  
of “South Central Rain,” he sometimes later chooses not to represent himself in
 the band’s videos at all.
The achievement of postmodern commercial success on an international
 
scale seems ultimately to 
require
 a renunciation of local origin and regional cul ­
ture. While the members of U2, for example, still discuss Ireland in interviews
 
and
 identify themselves as Irish, the band has not actually written any songs  
explicitly about Ireland in a decade; its singer, Bono, now references Berlin, Las
 Vegas 
and
 Miami instead as decentered sites of postmodern cultural hybridity  
and irony. In its marketing image, U2 is emphatically no longer an Irish but a
 postmodern and international band. A false, simulated or generic space takes
 over the site of a regional, once “authentic” cultural geography. R.E.M. has
 similarly tried to alter its geographic allegiance in its songs 
and
 self-image. To  
cite one example, the moody video for “E-Bow the Letter,” a track from
 R.E.M.’s 1996 New Adventures in Hi-Fi, is filmed in what feels like U2’s post
­modern northern Europe.
U2’s recent Zoo TV 
and
 Pop Mart tours, in fact, are in some ways predi ­
cated on R.E.M.’s prior use of canned, ironic superscripts in its first stadium
 tours. Video screens at R.E.M.’s first post-IRS 
concerts
 greeted visitors with  
the slogan, “Hi — it’s wonderful to be in 
------
 [your town here].” Such a
sequence reflects the band’s fascination with 
irony
 and with the automatic  
sequences and machineries of postmodern life as devices 
and
 symbols of com ­
munication. The typical concert from this tour mocked the mechanics of the
 format it used, creating a thematics of irony that would resurface repeatedly for
 the band, culminating five years later on Monster. 
Stipe
 spent much of this tour  
singing through a megaphone, spouting ironized rock clichés against a back
­ground of 
graphics
 with sequences like “how are you enjoying the show”; “your  
response.”22 From the band’s earliest tour, Stipe would
 
joke in clubs and halls  
about making stadium gestures — for example, flicking lighters — until the
 joke became too double-edged when the band started 
to
 play those very stadi ­
ums.
Machinery often serves as a vehicle for 
and
 object of R.E.M.’s graphic  
commentaries. On the sleeve of Lifes Rich Pageant, its penultimate CD of 
new material for IRS, Athens, Georgia, is described as “Home of the cricket
19
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machine — a fascinating exhibit where visitors initiate predator-prey interac
­
tion exactly as it happens in the wild” (see figure 6). This juncture marks one
 of numerous transitions from southern culture on the skids — as one of
 R.E.M.’s peer bands named itself— to postmodern mechanics, where organic
 metaphors are finally taken over by those of the machine. The machine in
 R.E.M.’s garden — an image that the critic Leo Marx has seen as definitive of
 one American conception of endangered innocence — is this imitation of life,
 a postmodern simulacrum of exactly what happens in a wild that no longer
 exists/never existed. One could argue, in fact, that even the nostalgic element
 of R.E.M.’s depictions of nineteenth-century machinery— odd assortments of
 wheels, whirligigs, 
and
 the like — is tethered to a postmodern sensibility that  
leads to the cricket machine: such machines, almost like proto-versions of the
 latest product “x,” often have no 
definable
 purpose, unless it is to represent aes ­
thetic conceits rather than actual devices.
Of the cricket machine, 
Buck
 explains, “It’s something Michael saw. You  
either feed crickets to frogs or you feed something to crickets, you can see how
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nature works. . . . [H]e went to see it and just liked it 
and
 put it in there.  
Michael’s kinda whimsical” (quoted in Forman 14). The whimsy that refash
­ioned the function of the cricket machine can also be contradictory in an “I am
 large and contain multitudes” kind of way: the call and response on “These
 Days” runs, ‘“
We
 have many things in common / name three’ / ‘three, three,  
three.’” Stipe’s eclectic humor often juxta- and superimposes what is and
 
what’s  
not supposed to be in the same place, as is evident on Stipe’s photo collages on
 the covers of Lifes Rich Pageant and Document. Though R.E.M. called its sixth
 (new) album Green, perhaps to reflect the band’s green politics, the CD featured
 an orange cover and the single “Orange Crush,” a song about the use of Agent
 Orange: even here, an earnest political stance is tempered with irony, pastiche,
 and overlay. By this point, the mystical South had yielded 
to
 the equally mys­
tical, indecipherable white noise of postmodernity. Especially in the band’s
 videos, a hybridity of identity and broader sense of the world comes to supplant
 R.E.M.’s identification with the South; on the video for
 
“Losing My Religion,”  
from the 1991 album Out of Time, the band and director Tarsem blended reli
­gious images, incommensurate cultural icons and periods of history, 
and “hybrid” races 
and
 genders to produce a distinctly postmodern, non-southern  
cultural landscape.
Several particular transformations accompanied this move from regionally
 
identified southern band to globally identified, transnational postmodern cor
­poration: R.E.M.’s contemporary sense of itself is perhaps best reflected in its
 1994 album title, Monster. Tellingly, Berry many years 
earlier
 had noted that  
the kids at a teenage recreation center the band was visiting “think of Warner
 Bros, as literally like a monster, just something that consumes and spits out”
 (quoted in De Curtis 54). That monster, however, ironically went on to swal
­low the teller of this postmodern tale.23 R.E.M. has embraced a visual and
 “media” postmodernity to the extent that the band performed a song from
 Monster, “What’s the Frequency Kenneth,” with CBS news anchorman Dan
 Rather on David Letterman’s Late Show. the song references an incident in
 which Rather was mysteriously assaulted by a man asking him the impenetra
­ble question that became the song’s title.24 Such a move again sees the band
 impersonating itself, partly falling victim 
to
 its own satire, and partly partici ­
pating 
in
 the scene it seems to be interrogating: turned inside out or upside  
down, the former outsiders are now making news with Dan Rather; the anony
­mous observers have become postmodern participants.25 As Michael Seidel
 remarks in his book Satiric Inheritance
 
— which he was going to call “Mutants  
Will Be Born,” after a 
line
 in Gravity's Rainbow — “it is one of the more plagu ­
ing paradoxes about the satiric mode that the satirist, having taken monstrosi
­
ty
 as his subject, makes something of a monster of himself ” (3). In other words,  
the satirist becomes complicit with what he satirizes; as Nietzsche put 
it,
 he  
who chases monsters becomes a monster himself. The “monsters” R.E.M. has
 always depicted — political and personal wolves 
and
 hyenas, the oddfellows of  
the South — have been reconfigured as the monsters of postmodern hybridity,
 and as the form of media the band simultaneously represents, impersonates, 
and subverts. But of course the hardly feral image on the cover of Monster once
 again suggests the work is not 
in
 sync with the title but is a beast of a different  
color altogether.
21
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R.E.M. is still dealing in the indecipherable but no longer with the Amer
­
ican South. The band’s only relatively recent songs invoking the South in any
 context are “Texarkana” on Out of Time — a song that despite its hybrid south
­western name does not appear to be about the South — and, most tellingly,
 “New Orleans Instrumental Number 1” on Automatic for the People, which has
 no lyrics at all 
and
 does not sound especially southern. Since the band had  
recorded no prior instrumentals referencing the South, that newly “empty” lyri
­cal space might be a way of
 
declaiming that the South would rise no more in  
R.E.M.’s imagination. What becomes partly automatic is the renunciation of
 the past identity: the mechanical wheel, piston, or symbol now displaces the
 South. The band’s organic association of stories, trees, and landscape for a time
 coexisted with, but is finally replaced by, the automatic or mechanical aura of
 the postmodern, as represented on the cover of Automatic by a kind of metallic
 spike (see figure 
7).
26
Perhaps not coincidentally, Stipe seems to have dried up trying to write
 lyrics to “Texarkana,” invoking the town in the few lines he sang for the origi
­
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nal demo, where 
he
 lamented, “I can only see what’s in front of me /  You’re not  
here.” Perhaps R.E.M. finally had to take its own “Good Advices” from a song
 recorded many albums before — “I’d like it here if I could leave / And see you
 from a long way away” — to stop living in the South in order 
to
 see it again.  
In this sense, R.E.M.’s career from Fables onward can be seen as an extended
 farewell to its southern home; you can’
t
 get there anymore from where R.E.M.  
is calling. If, finally, that mythical South never existed, America seems in the
 current decade to be embracing many of the aspects of the political South that
 R.E.M. had always tried to circumvent: as Peter Applebome notes, when “a
 democratic president like Bill Clinton is coming out for school prayer, going
 
along
 with sweeping Republican legislation . . . when race is a fractious nation ­
al obsession . . . when the nation’s population is steadily
 moving
 South . . . when  
evangelical Christians have transformed the nation’s politics,” we could con
­clude that the once-regional South has come 
to
 represent the mainstream (16).  
It would thus be time for R.E.M. 
to
 move further afield.
Instead of remaining in the agrarian South, R.E.M. have followed in U2’s
 footsteps to head West: from Greens “I Remember California” to the video for
 Automatics “Man on the Moon” 
to
 the cover of New Adventures in Hi-Fi, the  
band’s focus after Document shifts 
to
 the West and specifically to the desert;  
overall, R.E.M. moves away from what filmmaker Herbert describes as its use
 of “continuous field” — in overdetermined literal and conceptual terms 
— toward continuous desert. If a theme can be discerned on New Adventures, it
 might be the explosion of the atomic 
bomb,
 as evoked in titles such as “How  
the West 
Was
 Won and Where It Got Us,” “The Wake-Up Bomb,” “Low  
Desert” and “New Test Leper” — though the last song seems to be about a talk
 show. On “How
 
the West Was Won,” Stipe sings, “Canary got trapped, the ura ­
nium mine / A stroke of bad luck, now the bird has died / A marker 
to
 mark  
where my tears run dry / I cross it, bless it, alkali.” Buck adds that “ [w]hen 
[“Low Desert”] was originally written
 
before it had lyrics, it was called  ‘Swamp,’  
and toward the end of the tour, Michael said, ‘It wasn’t a swamp song, I wrote
 the words 
and
 said it was a desert song.’ So it  was definitely, somehow or other,  
going to be a landscape song” (quoted in Teague). A quintessential southern
 image, the swamp, is switched 
to
 a western and postmodern one, the post-  
atomic desert: R.E.M. has deliberately drained the southern backwaters from
 its music.27 A dozen years after telling Jefferson Holt it was lost 
in
 “Little  
America,” R.E.M. now finds itself in the West.28 As 
in
 the lyrics and video for  
“Man in the Moon,” R.E.M.’s current predicament seems associated primarily
 with postmodern simulacra — “artificial” environments 
artificially
 sustained,  
Elvis, Andy Kaufman, faked moon landings, and equally faked personae.
 Extending its movement even farther west of the fields, R.E.M. rehearsed its
 latest CD, Up, in Hawaii.
The move from local indeterminacy — where no one could understand
 
Stipe’s lyrics about the South — to a postmodern, anonymous incomprehensi
­bility is perhaps best exemplified by the move from Murmur to Monster, from
 indecipherable lyricism to unreadable postmodernism. In the popular media,
 the postmodern and the South are sometimes depicted as interchangeably
 impenetrable and mysterious: The Village Voice once claimed of R.E.M. that
23
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“the band don’t aim for much more than enigma” (Fletcher 74). Controversy
 
concerning interpretation has attended R.E.M. as it has few musicians since
 Dylan and the late-period Beatles. An affinity as well as polarity between
 R.E.M.’s southern aesthetic 
and
 its use of postmodernism does exist: the  
kudzu on Murmur (see figure 8) and Stipe’s murmuring vocals and obscure
 lyrics are equally affective 
and
 obscure, romantic and “ahistorical, but are also  
set against the specific tropes of rock music. The mystical murmur we can’
t understand can turn into the monstrous noise we can’t control; if it can be reduced to a literal explanation, can it be good rock and roll?
Even
 in his obliquity, Stipe could be both more obscure and more overtly  
political than most of his contemporaries. Brett Milano proposes, “If you can’t
 always understand Stipe’s lyrics, you’re not alone. At time neither can his band
 mates” (24). Buck, however, contends that “you don’t have to know explicitly
 what something is about to understand the song” (Forman 16). Ambiguity
 might be an incidental appeal of
 
many bands, but with R.E.M. it became pri ­
mary. In a recent New Yorker article on the band Pavement — who recently
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recorded with Mitch Easter — 
Alex
 Ross includes a standard reference to 
R.E.M., noting that “Michael Stipe, of R.E.M., whose lyrics have caused trou
­ble 
for
 fans who listen too closely, sticks words into structures that are already  
worked out by Peter Buck and the rest of the band; often 
he
 simply strings  
together sonorous phrases that he’s collected here and there” (85). Stipe has




 argue that, even in its southern period, R.E.M. has always used  
“postmodern” irony and disguise: Stipe recalls that he once deadpanned to an
 interviewer
 
that the Ink-Spots — whom he had no strong feelings about was  
his favorite band, and the interviewer wrote a review delineating the Ink-Spots’
 influence on Stipe and hailing R.E.M. as the Ink-Spots of the 90s (see Platt). R.E.M. has often delivered its lyrics in this same deadpan fashion: Stipe end
­lessly toyed with this formula by announcing, “this is my favorite song” repeat
­
edly
 at the same concert, or that this next “ song was written especially  for you,”  
and so on. He would even taunt crowds by asking idiotic questions such as
 “Have you heard this song before?” before the song had begun, then asking,
 “How do
 
you know?” Stipe faces the problem of emoting honestly when he has  
so often dabbled in irony and inversion — how does he go from “The One I
 Love” to “Everybody Hurts”? Interviewers keep asking Stipe when he really
 
means
 what he says, and Stipe often replies by asking when anybody entirely  
means what he says. In other words, true to stock postmodern praxis, language  
for Stipe always contains a surplus, more than what the speaker intends or can
 contain. Stipe claims that he can’t make his lyrics decipherable, that he simply
 sings in such a way that the words are sometimes slurred, and he adds that to
 try to enunciate more deliberately would be akin to trying self-consciously 
to write a hit single — that is, to selling out (see Platt). This assertion may be
 accurate, 
or
 it may in part be more postmodern dissembling, a necessary form  
of camouflage, disguise, or, in more literary critical terms, nomadism. That is,
 to 
dissemble
 can be a form of self-protection in a medium inimical to self ­
expression. Stipe certainly has benefited from his ability to misremember or
 even rewrite his own songs — for example, in accordance with other people’s
 appealing misinterpretations of his lyrics — to the point that certain songs are
 known to collectors as having distinct versions and periods (for example, the
 “cattle-call” period of “Radio Free Europe”). Stipe’s ability 
to
 alter or modify  
other writings even by mistake is a mainstay of his style, evident for example in
 his adding two Chinese brothers to the five of the children’s story to come up
 with Reckonings “Seven Chinese Brothers.”
I want to close by noting that R.E.M.’s use of postmodern conceits has in
 
few ways diminished its commitment to political activism. Perhaps R.E.M.’s
 most optimistic album, Lifes Rich Pageant, starts off with “Begin the Begin,”
 whose punning title establishes the theme of rewriting North American histo
­ries, a theme continued in “Cuyahoga,” which evokes both the genocide of
 Native
 
Americans and  the Ohio river  that caught  fire. The overdetermined sig-  
nifier of the song’s title, as if appearing straight out of Don DeLillo’s White
 Noise, traces an arc from a “premodern” Native American land and language to
 a postmodern culture that photographs and takes souvenirs of the past it
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destroyed,
 then fabricates a nostalgia for a “primitive” ontology it never pos ­
sessed.29 But the song starts with a call to rewrite the mythologies of the land
 and nation: “Let’s put our heads together, start a new country up, your father’s
 father’s fathers tried, to erase the parts they didn’t like, let’s try to fill them in.
 . . . This is where they 
walked,
 this is where they  swam, take a  picture here, take  
a souvenir.” The 
song
 represents a kind of 1980s version of Jefferson  Airplane’s  
“Volunteers,” the call to rewrite a history that had been erased.30 R.E.M. has
 often been a political band, from the anti-militarism of the pre-IRS track
 “Body Count,” to the “Talk About the 
Passion
” video, to the repeated attacks  
on Reagan’s policies in Central America.31
Document, R.E.M.’s fifth album, was its most political work in many ways:
 
“Finest Worksong,” “Welcome to the Occupation,” “Exhuming McCarthy,”
 and even “It’s the End of the World As We Know It (And I Feel Fine)” evoked
 connections between American imperialism and paranoia at the heart of the
 nation’s identity. But apocalypse was by now identified not as southern but as
 a postmodern litany of effects. (On Automatic) “Ignoreland” even more direct
­ly and heatedly castigates the policies of
 
the Reagan/Bush era.) Always sup ­
portive of political organizations such as Greenpeace, and locally involved in
 Athens politics, especially in preserving historical sites, R.E.M. never separat
­ed its art from its politics; Stipe has been active in anti-gun 
lobbying,
 People  
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, and most recently the Freedom for Tibet
 concerts, among many other activities. At a Grammy Awards telecast, he
 stripped off a series of T-shirts to reveal a new message every time the band
 won an award. His public adoption of what his friends in the New York band
 Hugo Largo term “second skin” is a fitting image with which to take leave of
 Stipe — under a series of layers that suggests there’s still more underneath.
 Perhaps
 
with a more modernist sense of the end in the beginning, R.E.M. rein ­
vents itself from itself: Stipe says that “signing to a new label was a new start
 for us” (quoted in De Curtis 111), reflected in the way the band claimed self
­consciously to refer to Murmurs lyrics and themes on Green, De Curtis aptly
 recapitulates R.E.M.’s new self-fashioning to old by suggesting, at the end of




Nehring comments that “the endorsement of Michael Stipe on the dust  
cover indicates that musicians have been suckered in” as much as academics by
 what he considers 
an




Perhaps appropriately, kudzu is itself a hybrid imported from Japan.
3.
 
Images of trains reflect a nostalgia for the past as well as what  was once  
“the future” of the South: as writers from Faulkner to Louis Rubin suggest,
 “what the [train] meant for the agricultural life of the low country had been
 mobility, change, the coming of the city” (Rubin 356).
4.
 
For example, the 1985 program for the “Reconstruction” tour (“R.E.M.  
Ponders Perpetual Motion”) charts the band’s travels by noting July 18, 1980,
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as its “first trip out of Georgia” and continues to use Georgia at the central ref-
 





On the outtake of  R.E.M.’s unreleased version of “Tighten Up,” Stipe  
breaks up the instrumental sections by calling out “gentlemen, testify,” a phrase
 to which
 
he would  return on other occasions. Stipe’s penchant for finding lyrics  
in obscure sources, such as old album covers, 
may
 have one specific pr cedent  
in Chilton’s “Mod-Lang,” from Radio City, whose lyrics, including the line, “I
 want
 




Ironically, Buck himself became the subject of a cultish following and  
even of a tongue-in-cheek comic book. Buck has had his own stable of musi
­cal protégés — one music business joke was that since virtually all the bands
 Buck produced didn’t sell, they had been “Buck-fucked.”
7.
 
Incidentally, as Jim Greer notes, “the band has been accused at every  
instance of its career of selling out, from the moment it signed with IRS to its
 appearance at 1991’s Grammy Awards” (50).
8.
 
Prior to R.E.M., the South could partly be represented in rock  music by  
the call-and-response pseudo-feud between Neil Young, who attacked the
 South in “Southern Man” and “Alabama,” and Lynyrd Skynyrd, with its south
­ern anthem, “Sweet Home Alabama.”
9.
 
Such a technique, which can be found in Cervantes and Stern , is hard ­
ly unique to postmodernism, but it has often been designated as such in the
 twentieth-century art world, with whose discourse I suspect Stipe was more
 familiar than with literary theory per se. 
Some
 critics might not label R.E.M.  
postmodern in conventional terms; Johannes Birringer remarks that “many
 bands have developed their own forms of postmodern cultural
 
manipulation’ by  
treating ethnic identity and musical genres as plastic and open-ended, creating
 a bricolage of eclectic styles and cultural fusions” (12). While R.E.M. has
 notably moved away from the “jangle” sound and production with which it
 became all too identifiable and experimented with folk and a variety of rock
 styles, it has never pursued musical pastiche 
along
 these postmodern lines.  
Against such definitions of postmodern hybridity, R.E.M. appears less stylisti
­cally innovative than some bands. While R.E.M. does experiment and evolve
 in self-presentation, it doesn’t manipulate ethnic identity or even musical gen
­res 
to
 the extent that some bands do.
10.
 
The “they mean it” oddly echoes the Sex Pistols’ “we mean it man!” on  
“God Save the Queen.” Does R.E.M. mean that this 
song
 goes out to the one  
it loves, or is
 
Jesus  just a prop to occupy its time?
11.
 
The specifically southern/postmodern hybridity of sites such as  
Macille’s wildly eclectic “museum”/plantation in rural Alabama, which features
 a truly random series of exhibits of stuffed animals, glass bottle collections,




The author of the liner notes to a recent bootleg of several live R.E.M.  
shows from 1983, called “R.E.M. — File Under Kudzu,” writes, “If Michael’s
 
actua
lly singing lyrics [on an untitled new song], I can’t make out much except  
a repeated I'
m
 alone’ and the phrase 'speaking in tongues’ which is pretty much  
27
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what Michael is doing here.” Stipe is actually singing the line “speaking in
 
tongues is worth a broken lip,” which he would later adapt for “Pilgrimage.”
13.
 
On the occasions I spoke with him between 1984 and 1987, Stipe  
seemed a bit shy, yet not averse to toying mildly with people who approached
 him; perhaps for a public persona most conversation has 
to
 be included under  
the aegis of performance.
14.
 
Though sometimes careless with a specific allusion, Stipe often proves  
himself strikingly literate; during
 
the  latter part  of the Reconstruction tour, Stipe  
delivered a rant lifted straight from Moby Dick: speaking of “Green Grow the
 Rushes” and “Hyena,” Stipe
 
intoned, “This one, and  that last one as well, some ­
how involve the food chain. There’s big fish and medium fish and little fish.
 Big
 
fish  is the  United States; Medium Fish  is  Mexico; Little Fish is Guatemala.  
One eat [sic] the other one up” (quoted in Gray 208).
15.
 
In fact, some of Stipe’s lyrics rearrange regional idioms — from “Katie  
bar the door” on “Sitting Still” to “losing 
my
 religion” — that  would be famil ­





Seattle, of course, has become identified in the mass media with  
grunge, despite having nurtured an equally large but less commercially
 
success ­
ful pop scene. It would be interesting to trace how  and  why  certain small cities  
in the 1980s became identified with one or 
two
 bands — the way Swindon,  
England came to be associated with XTC, 
for
 example — while other cities  
became spawning grounds for entire scenes — the way Dunnedin, New
 Zealand, gave rise to the Chills, Verlaines, 
Sneaky
 Feelings, and other bands.
The identification of regional music scenes of course has a long history in
 America, particularly in the South, where cities such as Nashville, New
 Orleans, and Memphis drew on decades of black and white music traditions.
 But Athens became a homegrown, partly underground site, part of an 
era
 of  
“college rock” that was eventually
 
co-opted; its status  was largely d termined  by  
its southern connotations, however. The Replacements, for example, were
 often identified, along with Hüsker Dü and Soul Asylum, as forming a Min
­neapolis scene, but — especially 
given
 the diversity  of music produced by  other  
musicians from The Artist Whose Name You Could Formerly Pronounce to
 the Jayhawks — the tag ultimately meant much less for these bands’ self-pre
­sentation (an exception would be Hüsker Dü’s obligatory cover of “Love is All
 Around”
 
from the Minneapolis-based  “Mary Tyler Moore Show”). These days,  
Best Buy advertises with the slogan that “some cities are known for great
 music,” but it cites only
 
large urban music markets such as Seattle and Boston.
17.
 
R.E.M.’s shift  from the South to postmodernism is also emblematized  
by changes in Stipe’s hair, which began as long, straggly and mysterious, then
 moved to tonsured and back to pony-tailed, and finally to bald/clean-shaven.
 The band is conscious that such superficial details will be widely interpreted
 and commented upon.
18.
 
As Nehring observes, here quoting from Stephen Lee, “From a more  
realistic point of 
view
 on authenticity, for example, the appropriation of ‘much  
of the language and “style” of independent 
labels
’ by corporate recording com ­
panies and their subsidiaries ‘takes place in a much more complex arena than
 just indies and majors’” (63). Perhaps in considering the relationship between
 corporate commerciality and “independent” music, “what really confuses the
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definition of postmodernism is the diametric opposition of
 
productivism [the  
notion that the commercial process producing music determines the possibili
­ties of its artistic content and the ways people respond to it] by cultural pop
­ulism. . . . [S]ome academics and critics ... go to an equally insupportable
 extreme in arguing that
 




Stipe used his cachet to promote bands on the  Texas Hotel label, with  
which he
 
was affiliated, or musicians he had produced — for example, Downey  
Mildew, Hugo Largo, Vic Chesnut, and Daisy, the latter two also from Athens






Georgia is, after all, the state in  which State Attorney General Bowers  
prosecuted Michael Hardwick on sodomy charges in 1986.
21.
 
This scene is anticipated much earlier in the band’s career: when the  
band members were rehearsing for a tour at a warehouse in 1989, another band
 overheard them and asked the crew who the lame cover band was who kept
 playing 
one
 R.E.M. song after another (De Curtis 50).
The line, “I’m the real thing,” is probably a response to U2’s claim on
 Achtung Baby to be even better than the real thing: Automatic seems a kind of
 quid pro quo response to the title and postmodern thematics of Achtung, and
 Monsters “Crush
 
With Eyeliner” is the logical next step after U2’s self-promo ­
tion as its own simulacrum. U2
 
was in effect embracing and manipulating what  
Pete
 
Townshend thought was creative dissolution.
22.
 
Members of the seventies band Supertramp had also used bullhorns on  
stage, particularly
 
during their hit, “Bloody Well Right.” From a contemporary  




Where old R.E.M. bootlegs typically had titles such as “Down South”  
or “Flying South with R.E.M. and the Byrds,” recent bootlegs have titles such
 as “The Monster Tour.”
24.
 
The Rather incident  was earlier scored by Scott Miller as the prologue  
to Game Theory’s extraordinary but woefully underappreciated Lolita Nation




Ironically, the appearance might have proved less problematic for the  
allegedly anonymous band than for Rather, who was criticized for compromis
­ing the integrity of a serious news anchorman.
26.
 
My analysis doesn’t  necessarily represent a criticism of the band’s refor ­
mation; though aspects of that process are troubling, the band in some ways is
 simply trying not to repeat itself.
27.
 
The explosion of the atomic bomb is often seem as an emblem of the  
beginning of the postmodern age.
28.
 
Perhaps all too emblematically, R.E.M. even parted ways with  Jeffer ­
son — whose overdetermined name was used by the band in a variety of con
­texts — as a result of a case of alleged sexual harassment.
29.
 
The invocation of Miles Standish in “Begin the Begin” remains a bit  
more puzzling: “I looked for it and I found it / Miles Standish proud / Con
­gratulate me.”
29
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In fact, R.E.M. may have borrowed other conceits from Jefferson Air ­
plane, some of whose members recorded Jack Traylor’s “Flowers at Night,” a
 
song
 about historical and contemporary revolution, on Baron von Tollbooth and  
the Chrome Nun. “Flowers of Night” was arguably grafted onto R.E.M. record
­ings as “Gardening at Night” {Chronic Town) and “Flowers of Guatemala”
 (Pageant). On the latter song, Stipe again starts with the image of the Ameri
­can tourist taking photos or souvenirs of the “contented” happy people of
 Guatemala by day, but he goes on to observe that “flowers often bloom at
 night.”
Aside from its fortunate linguistic association with the southern President
 
and with R.E.M.'s manager, Jefferson Airplane is also similar to R.E.M. in
 having emerged from a semi-communal environment; as Mary Harron notes,
 “
one
 effect o  the strength of San Francisco 's grassroots rock culture was to  
increase the musician’s confidence and sense of independence” (184). Like Jef
­ferson Airplane, R.E.M. emerged as part of a growing musical scene at first
 outside the major commercial music centers, then courted by the mainstream.
 The Athens scene of the 1980s in several specific ways resembles the San Fran
­cisco of the late 1960s.
31.
 
Peter Buck, however, was notably annoyed by what he considered the  
self-righteous and misguided brand of “Marxist” criticism of American foreign
 policy practiced by the Clash; again, R.E.M. might have 
reserved
 the right to 
critique the South and what was south of “America” — for those who lived
 there.
For Nehring, citing Lawrence Grossberg, “the failure of popular politically
 
conscious groups like U2, R.E.M. and Midnight Oil results from a radical dis
­association of the music’s political content and the band’s political position
 from its emotionally
 
and affectively powerful appeals’” (69). On these grounds,  
I
 
would note that early R.E.M. evokes for me pastoral and gothic images of the  
South, while later R.E.M. seems more self-consciously to play deliberate and
 cerebral games
 
with images of postmodern media. The song “Drive,” for exam ­
ple, on Automatic feels 
like
 an autonomic and menacing rewrite of the 1970s  
David Essex 
song
 “Rock On,” beginning  with its muted melody and “hey  kids,  
rock and roll” lyrics. Though other 
factors
 are clearly involved here, it is inter ­
esting to note that of the three groups cited above by Nehring, Midnight Oil
 — which retained its local political concerns and, despite the similarity of Peter
 Garret’s hairstyle to Michael Stipe’s, never “transcended” its local/national
 identification with Australia to become a postmodern, “universal” band — also
 achieved the least commercial success and in relative terms faded most quickly
 from the world stage. As Vincent Leitch comments, after Fredric Jameson, in
 the logic of late capitalism, the “whole global, yet American, postmodern cul
­ture is the internal and superstructural expression of a whole new wave of
 American military and economic domination throughout the world” (125).
 Where Midnight Oil seemed to try
 
to stand outside the corporate world, how ­
ever, U2 and R.E.M. participated in while also mocking the “superstructural
 expression” cited by Leitch, protesting the global expansion of the American
 economy and culture even in using multinational record companies to convey
 their message.
30
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